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$5.00 OFF 

One company makes the hottest games 
for play on your Nintendo*— TENGEN. 
Tengen's awesome library includes all-time 
hits like After Burner'," Rolling Thunder" and 
Shinobi." And new, great titles like Klaxf 
RBI" Baseball 2 and Ms. Pac-Man’.' 

Now, you can have a blast playing 
Tengen's games — and get cash back! 

That's right, for a limited time, buy any 
Tengen game from your favorite retailer, 
and you can get a $5.00 rebate for each 
game directly from Tengen! Just use the 
coupon; it's got all the details. 

Hurry! This hot summer deal to get 
$5.00 off the best hits won’t last long! 





More Super Mario Bros. 3 
special Tricks, Codes, Stra¬ 
tegies and more! Volume 2 
of this great supplement! 

gp! 

an explosive spread on a 
shooter called Cyber Core! 
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Welcome once again to Electronic Gaming Monthly, your one-stop source 
for the complete picture on video games! No matter what systems you own, 
or what type of games you enjoy to play, EGM covers it all! 

As we continue to publish EGM, we are constantly looking for ways to make 
your magazine better. A lot of the guidance we get comes from you, our loyal 
readers, the ones who make all of the hours at the keyboard worthwhile. 
We've listened to what you've said in the past and that's helped us shape 
EGM into the magazine you now hold. 

That's not to say that we've stopped evolving. In fact, regular readers will 
notice a big change in this issue of EGM. No, we haven't dropped any of the 
regular columns - we simply made them look a whole lot nicer! Beginning 
with this issue, we're employing a new computer system that will allow us to 
bring even more color and photos to the pages of the magazine. Combined 
with our editorial philosophy, we think that the addition of vivid visuals will 
improve the quality of EGM throughout. 

Unlike other mags, however, which rely heavily on one aspect of production 
or the other, we want to make EGM a well balanced collection of good looks 
mixed with breaking news, exclusive previews, helpful tricks and no-holds- 

EGM has consistently delivered the scoop on new systems, games and 
innovations and this edition is no exception. Turn to page 24 and you'll get a 
sneak peek at a number of new games that have been released in Japan and 
may soon end up on store shelves in the States! Some of these great new 
games that you'll see for the first time include Phantasy Star 3 and Final Blow 
for the Japanese Genesis, as well as a new soft for the NEC Super Grafx 
(which up until now has been sorefully dry on games). Flip the pages and 
you’ll get the first pictures to be published of the Nintendo Express hand-held 
from BDL and the Micro Drive from Sega. You'll also get the complete 
behind-the-scenes story on how these devices came into being! The Express 
section also contains some of the most specific info on the Game Genie, 
Camerica's new super peripheral that may be sold to a major toy company. 

Throw in plenty of photo-reviews, the second volume of our Super Mario 
Bros. 3 Survival Guide and the follow-up to our Phantasy Star 2 Power Pull- 
Outs and you get yet another explosive EGM packed with info on dozens of 

Send us your thoughts through the mail and let us know how we're doing. If 
you have an idea that you think will make EGM better, by all means please 
share it with us! Remember, in the end this is your magazine, and since the 
editors of EGM are all avid game players we have a grip on electronic gaming 
that you won't find anywhere else - but that doesn't mean we don't want your 
input! Write to us at EGM Interface, 1920 Highland Avenute, Suite 300, 
Lombard, Illinois 60148. 

Now let the games begin... 
STEVE HARRIS 

Editor 



Kwirk's in a bit of a stew. His main squeeze, Tammy, 
has been trapped, and Kwirk's the only truckin' Tomato 
with a chance to rescue her. With 
Kwirk, you'll move bunches of 

^ blockers, outwit 
8 plenty of pits, 

E ,n=.J °nd mash 
| h'-Ll* through many 

And just when one labyrinth 
seems to be licked.. .an even trickier 
one appears. 

So put on your shades, get your 
thinker in gearand join thea-maze- 
ing Kwirk in 
his quest to 
solve this 
puzzling 
predicament. 
And remember. Tamm/s only got one 
hope...you! 

Coming soon for Game Boy: WIZARDS 
AND WARRIORS X: FORTRESS OF FEAR1— 
a brand new adventure with Kuros™ the 
gallant knight warrior; and WWF SUPER- 
STARS—featuring Hulk Hogan™ the 
Ultimate Warrior™ and more in the best 
of WWF wrestling action. 

vMCjaim 
Masters of the Game 



WHAT'S THE STORY? 
I read in a competing video game 

magazine that Sega never released 
their 8-Bit Master System in Japan, 
yet I get a different message when I 
power-on my games through the 
Genesis converter. What's up? That 
same magazine also reported that the 
Nintendo 16-Bit Super Famicom has 

buy a Super Famicom when it's re¬ 
leased I'd appreciate it if you could tell 
me where I could purchase one. 

Dan Snow 
Jacksonville, FL 

(ed. Don't believe everything you 
read in other mags Dan. Sega most 
certainly did release a version of their 
8-Bit Master System in Japan under 
the name of Sega Mark III. While 
several games were released for the 
unit (which has since been discon¬ 
tinued) that have yet to make it to our 
part of the planet, the machines are 
un- fortunately incompatible. 

The info you got on the Super 
Famicom was also in error. The long- 
awaited Nintendo 16-Bit won't be un¬ 
veiled to Japanese customers until 
March of 1991 according to our 
sources. A stateside release has 
been rumored for later that same 
year, although recent rumblings are 
telling us that we may not see the 
Super Fami until 19921). 

REVOLUTION NUMBER 9 
I just recently became a dedicated 

fan of your magazine. I want you to 
know that your #9 issue is the best, I 
mean best, video game mag I have 

ever read. Number 9 
(as I call it) showed 
some truly remarkable 
photos no other maga¬ 
zine has shown. 

When I read the re- 

those clear pictures of 
new games, I was 
hooked, especially the 
screen photos of Super 
Monaco GP, Thunder 
Force 3 and E-Swat. 
Excellent job! Two 
Thumbs Up! 

Your coverage on the Genesis and 
Nintendo at the CES was spectacular! 
While you spent 14 of your own 
pages on Nintendo with nearly 65 
games previewed, the latest issues of 
your competitors spent a rinky-dink 2 
pages on CES. It announced most of 
the titles you did, but without screen 
shots and they severely lacked details 
on most of the games. 

Jason Sylvester 
Bangor, PA 

WOW! Your issue Number 9 really 
blew me away! I'm having a hard 
time recovering! Actually, I don't want 
to recover. Your magazine is totally 

function normally without it. 
Leif Larson 

Fort Atkinson, Wl 

(ed. We sure are glad that you liked 
our CES coverage guys! We knew 
you'd rather see that games over the 
people who made them, so we spent 
over thirty hours on the show floor 
creating issue number nine. Expect 
to see the same kind of coverage af¬ 
ter the Summer CES in issue 13). 

RATING THE REVIEWS 
In issue number 9, all four of your 

esteemed reviewers awarded Super 
Mario Bros. 3 a "9". Is this "9" based 
on a scale solely for 8-Bit systems, or 
is it for all systems, Genesis and 
TurboGrafx-16 included? Super 
Mario 3 is a good game, but what if 
an even better game comes out for 

the Nintendo? You'll then have no 

a "10”! Then, if it is for all systems, 
what will you award the truly excellent 
16-Bit games which may be released 
later this year? A ”12"? "14"? 

Cosmo Holding 
Brooklyn, NY 

You guys really blew it! I'm talking 
about your collective reviews of 
Space Harrier for the TurboGrafx-16. 
You really said nothing about the 
game. All you did was complain that 
it was just another version of Space 

Wisen' up dudes! Not everyone has 
access to all the game machines you 
do. People who previously owned a 
Nintendo and own a Turbo now have 
never had the opportunity to play 
Space Harrier. And did you have any 
useful criticism of the game? No. 
You just blasted it for being available 
on more than one system. I for one 
read your four-way reviews before 
making my investment decisions. I 
need useful info, not whining. 

Gary O'Neal 
Murfreesboro, TN 

examine all aspects of an item and 
provide a definitive appraisal of the 
item's worth or usefulness. 

At EGM we employ four different 
PLAYERS who each possess a rich 
background in gaming. These are 
the credentials that the Review Crew 
uses when looking at new game pro¬ 
ducts. Each reviewer, independent of 
the others, plays the game to its com¬ 
pletion before making any critical 
comments. The EGM reviews, unlike 
other magazines, are written for the 
player, not the advertiser, and thus 
provide information that can help you 
decide which game is right for you. 

We don't compare games to achi¬ 
eve the ratings, and games aren't 
handicapped simply because of the 
system they run on. Space Harrier 
was not reviewed low because it had 
been on previous systems (although 
that was mentioned), it was given its 
numbers due to its playability. And 
since a "10" constitutes a perfect 
game that can not be improved upon, 
there is still plenty of room for games 
greater than Super Mario 3. 





UNTIL NOW 
YOU NEEDED 
ACOMPUTER 
TO PLAY AN 

ADVENTURE GAME 
AS ADVANCED AS 
PHANTASY STAR IL 





Worlds" 



OVER THE HORIZON 
There are two video gamed that I'd 

like to ask you about. The first is the 
coin-op game Final Fight by Capcom. 
In EGM #9, you said that Final Fight 
might come to Sega Genesis. Is 
there any more information on that? 

The second video game is one that 
a salesperson had told me about. He 
said that a sequel to Strider (for the 
NES) will be coming out for the Sega 
Genesis. Is this true? 

Bobby Egbert 

(ed. Final things first. Final Fight is 
rumored to be in development at 
Sega in Japan. Part of what will 
determine Final Fight's 16-Bit fate in 
the U.S. will undoubtedly revolve 
around any potential NES release for 
the game. If that happens, and it has 
been announced in the past, you can 
probably kiss Final Fight good-bye 
here, unless any NES version is dras¬ 
tically different. 

As far as Strider is concerned, your 
clairvoyant friend is only half-right. 
There is indeed a 16-Bit version of 
Strider in development, but it is based 
on the arcade version of the game, 
not the Nintendo original. The game 
looks fantastic from the early screens 
we've received.) 

Strider for the 16-Bit Genesis 

COWABUNGA!!! 
Will there indeed be a four-player 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles vide" 
game on Nintendo or Genesis like I've 
heard? If so, from who and when? 

Chris Cobb 
Kansas City, MO 

(ed. Konami is working on a sequel 
to their first Turtle game on the NES 
which may be a four-player. It uses 
larger characters as well as an 
action-packed arcade theme.) 

GO TO THE ARCADE 
I just want to compliment you on an 

incredible magazine! My only 
complaint is that you guys claim to 
cover the arcades but in reality you 
hardly have any coin-op reviews at 
all. I happen to be a big arcade 
gaming fan and would love to see 
more arcade action in your pages. 

Ryan Fabich 
Texarkana, AR 

HERE WE GO AGAIN... 
I've read the letters discussing the 

Turbo vs. Genesis. I own a Genesis 
and have compared it to a friend's 
Turbo and it's simply quantity vs. 
quality. Although the Turbo has more 
games, the quality of each individual 
game compared to Genesis' is much 
to be desired. Furthermore, Genesis 
has a higher percentage of arcade 
hits and their sports games are more 
realistic. My Turbo friend and I both 
agree that Genesis wins hands-down! 

Brad Pirochita 
Lansing, Ml 

I own a TurboGrafx-16 and I think it 
surpasses the Genesis by a mile. 
Turbo games have better game play 
and are more fun. R-Type and Side 
Arms are a couple of examples. 
There are also more games for it. I 
totally disagree with Genesis being 
called the "System of the Year". 

Steven Iway 

I am responding to a letter written 
last month by Mark Payne of Little 
Rock, AR. In his letter he stated that 
the Sega Genesis had annoying 
flicker problems. This is definitely 
untrue. I work in a computer software 
store where we also sell Nintendo, 
Genesis and TurboGrafx. I own both 
the Genesis and Turbo and have 
thoroughly played all the games 
currently available for both systems. 
There are absolutely no flicker 
problems in any Genesis game (not 
even Ghouls 'n Ghosts). Yet, in the 
Turbo version of R-Type, there is a 
major amount of flicker (specifically 
during the scene where you fight the 
Boss on the second level). Check it 

Mark Blanco 
Charlotte, NC 

I am glad to see fellow Turbo-ites 
writing in response to your Turbo vs. 
Genesis article. I too felt slightly up¬ 
set after reading your verdict. It 
seems that you completely ignored 
one of the Turbo's greatest peripher¬ 
als, the Turbo Tap! Have you ever 
played Moto-Roader? I can't explain 
the amount of fun my friends and I 
have playing a cart like this (with five 
cars racing at the same time). 

I play Genesis quite often and I love 
both systems, however, it is very dis¬ 
appointing that every two-player 
game I've played so far on the Gene¬ 
sis has been completed in the first or 
second day of purchase. 

Genesis is far superior in the area 
of graphic realism. No Turbo game 
can match the scenes in Revenge of 
Shinobi. But can Genesis match the 
speed or intensity of Blazing Lazers? 

Your article was on the money when 
it said that the decision rides on the 
types of games you like. That's 
where it should have ended. Both 
systems are great and I hate to see a 
choice made for people. They both 
deserve to be played before purchas¬ 
ed. My reason for choosing Turbo 
was because of the CD-ROM and it 
was well worth it. 

R. Check 
Bethlehem, PA 

First off, we know the Turbo and the 
Genesis have basically the same vis¬ 
ual effects and not a lot of difference 
with audio output. The REAL que¬ 
stion is "Who is going to get the most 
good playing games?" The Turbo has 
a lot of possible games coming from 
the PC Engine, but how good are 
they? The Turbo games don’t gra¬ 
phically impress me (Pac-Land? Get 
real!) and don't have great game play! 
While on the other hand, the Genesis 
has shown that it is going to have a 
steady supply of powerful carts! Ano¬ 
ther question is distribution. In my 
town there is only one store with the 
Turbo and sap games, while the 
Genesis is in about every store. I'm 
surprised it's not in the corner IGA! 
It's your choice but I know which one 

Chadwick Johnson 



CAPCOM 
USA 

Code Name: Viper 
Lord's 

W>rst 

Your commander has instructed you to de¬ 
stroy a powerful drag cartel in South Amer¬ 
ica, free innocent hostages, and bring in the 
murderous Drag Lord. No Sweat, Right? 
Within minutes of landing in the South 
American Jungle, you've infiltrated the drag 
cartel’s bases. Dodging bullets, you stumble 
into a hidden door to find better firearms and 
ammo. Hostages, too. Things are lookin’up! 
You must now locate your fellow agent and 
collect the explosives you'll need to finish 
your mission-and the murderous Drag Lord. 

• Power Jumping: A great skill when you 
need to dodge bullets or mount sneak attacks. 

• Hidden Doors: Behind them, find hos¬ 
tages, additional weapons and ammunition. 

• Secret Communique: As you advance 
through the 8 levels, you'll uncover the mes- 
sage-and the dreaded Drag Lord. 

• Bombs: Handed off by a fellow agent, use 
these to escape to a more challenging level. 

• Spectacular Graphics: Sensational graph¬ 
ics make South America's dangers come alive! 

3303 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara, CA 950541(408) 727-0400 
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Gam ng G ssip 
...Neo-Geo Update...Simpson's Video Game...Mutant Turtles 2...Color GameBoy... 
Pat Riley on Genesis...More Super Famicom News...CD-ROM for Nintendo Info... 

...The lead-in news this month has to do with SNK's Neo-Geo super system. Recently unveiled to American 
tradesters in its coin-op format at the ACME arcade game show, Quartermann has received some ultra-secret 
news that may indicate a consumer move for this Genesis look-alike. Quartermann is placing good odds on the 
chance that we'll see the Neo-Geo shown in its consumer console format at the upcoming CES show in Chicago 
this June. SNK was said to have been pushing their American subsidiary to showcase the unit, but, as the rumor 
goes will now use an undercover company to promote the 16-Bitter to U.S. audiences... 

...Watch out for Homer, Bart and the rest of the Simpson's family to be hitting NES screens later in the year. 
Quartermann's favorite cartoon will soon be available from Acclaim, who has expressed some interest in the 
concept of a Bart Simpson video game. Yo, Homeboy, I can't wait to see itL.Well, I finally saw the Turtles come to 
life on the screen and I must say it was better than I had expected. Cutting the kiddie stuff would have probably 
alienated most of the audience, but I would have liked it better...Speaking of Mutant Turtles, the upcoming Konami 
sequel to their blockbuster hit of last year is getting close to completion. Expect to see large graphic characters, 
plenty of detailed backgrounds and action that is right out of the arcade version of the game... 

...While BDL packs the current portable knock-out punch with their Express hand-held Nintendo, R&D at the Big 'N' 
is rumored to continue at a feverish pace to perfect an enhanced GameBoy that plays in Colorl This 'ColorBoy' is 
still speculation, but the word on the wire tells me that not only will it play new color games, but it will also be 
compatible with existing GameBoy games as well! I'll pass along more info as I get it...Sega has sports 
endorsements on the mind lately. After announcing Joe Montana Football, I've got it from good sources that Sega 
will close a deal to have Pat Riley endorse Super Real Basketball and James "Buster" Douglas endorse Final Blow 
Boxing for a fall release...In other Sega news, Shinobi Kidd will be retitled Alex Kidd in Shinobi World. Hm, I think I 
like Shinobi Kidd better... Populous from Electronic Arts will be one of the first titles for the Super 
Famicom...Speaking of the 16-Bit (yes, it is a 16-Bit) Super Nintendo, a new release date of November has been 
running around the rumor mill in Japan. When will we see it here? Possibly a lot sooner than anticipated. 
Nintendo has been slowly dropping hints to licensees about the unit, and it may be on display at the CES this 
summer in Chicago to try and divert some of the 16-Bit excitement that the Genesis has been able to generate 
since its launch last year. 

...The Camerica CD-unit for Nintendo is pretty cool. It uses a special interface board packed with four meg of RAM 
chips and then connects to a standard CD player. By pushing play on the CD you can download the game info 
onto the RAM board where the game begins. A more advanced system will supposedly be offered that have a pad 
with a built-in play button for easy access to starting the CD. Watch for more details to come...Color Dreams is 
getting their first super games ready, but we may not see them after all. The extra memory and processors on the 
board come at a higher price - try $80.00! It could be worth it, but they're investigating the possibilities more...And 
no, it wasn't Color Dreams that I was talking about in my previous column when I said a company had an interface 
that turned the Nintendo into a 32-Bit. Our staff has seen it and while it puts up some cool graphics, there aren't 
any games ready... 

...So what's going to be the summer blockbuster at the cinema? Here's Quartermann's preview: Robocop 2 looks 
like it could be decent (but someone please tell me, what if he gets shot in the mouth?), Die Hard 2 looks 
overblown (they call it Die Harder so they can have the second sequel - Die Hardest), Gremlins 2 may be cool, 
and Bill and Ted's Second Excellent Adventure sounds stupid. Can't wait to hear more about Highlander 2 , but all 
through the first film they said there could be only one (sounds like the way Nintendo thinks.) Anyway, until we 
meet again, this is Doctor Q reporting from the front lines -1 know turn the magazine back to you... 

- QUARTERMANN 
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INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 
News, Previews and Info From Around the Electronic Gaming World... 

PHANTASY STAR 3, AFTER BURNER 2, FINAL BLOW, IKARI 3 

AND many MORE games debut IN JAPAN! 

This month, International Outlook 
lives up to its name by traveling to 
the Land of the Rising Sun. EGM 
and its foreign correspondents 
plotted an attack on the Japanese 
capital and have returned 
proclaiming video victory by 
snapping up dozens of new softs for 
all of the leading systems. We take a 
look at some of the most promising 
entries. 

Nintendo, just as it does in the 
U.S., reigns supreme in Japan, with 
over 600 games available for play. 
Japanese games come in two for¬ 
mats: standard carts that are about 
half the length of our regular NES 
games, and special 2 1/2 inch disks 
that run on a special disk drive peri¬ 
pheral. The disk games play just as 
well as the normal carts, although 
they sometimes have to access dur¬ 
ing play. The good thing, however, is 
that you can copy disk games from 
machines where a brand new game 

Some of the best NES games out 
this month include Power Blazer from 
Taito, sort of a Mega Man with a 
boomerang type of game. Other 
recent releases include Image Fight 
from Irem, Final Fantasy 3, and a 
Famicom adaptation of the cartoon 
civil war simulation North and South. 

The Japanese Genesis or Mega 
Drive is getting big support with a 
host of new games that include 
Darwin 4081, Phelios and Whip Rush 
(shooters), as well as E-Swat and 
Ringside Angel (woman’s wrestling!). 

Look for more new games from 
Japan in next month's column, 
including the new Neo-Geo which 
goes on sale April 26. 

24 

Sega/Mega Drive 

PHANTASY STAR 3 
Alright, alright, we know that 

you just got Part Two of this 
monumental graphic/RPG ser¬ 
ies...but just look what's in 
store once you finish it! Intro¬ 
duced with surprisingly good 
timing, part three continues 
the PS theme in an all-new 
direction! Like the second 
Phantasy Star, the third install¬ 
ment of the trilogy boasts a full 
six meg of power and a bat¬ 
tery back-up! Look for it to be 
announced soon in the states! 

Sega/Mega Drive 

AFTER BURNER 2 
Another sequel that was 

bound to appear on the Sega 
16-Bitter soon or later was 
After Burner - the company's 
perrenial flying/shooter. 

After Burner 2 uses most of 
the familiar features from the 
coin-op and throws in some 
bizarre twists (you're now out 
to save a beautiful Princess in 
your hyper destructive F-14 
fighter), but in the end really 
proves to be little more than 
the arcade original with nice 

backgrounds and highly de¬ 
tailed enemy planes flying 
in front of your guns. The 
landing and refueling 
scenes that were cut from 
previous home versions re¬ 
turn, however, making this 
the best After Burner yet! 



INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 

Sega/Mega Drive 

FINAL BLOW 
Here you have it...one of the most 

incredibly lifelike boxing games ever to 
appear on a video screen! Final Blow has 
it all, from the referee that keeps score to 
the cheering crowds, this boxing simulation 
successfully combines aspects of the real 
sport with arcade-style overtones. The 
end result is a graphics knock-out that is a 
bit repetitive, but fun nonetheless! Expect 
to see this one on the Genesis sometime 
in the future. 

NEC Avenue/Super Grafx 

THE MOUNTAIN KING 
The second release for the Super Grafx 

makes leaves a solid impression that this 
machine can do everything that NEC says 
it can. While the SG Ghouls 'n Ghosts 
(which DESTROYS the Genesis 16-Bit 
version) has yet to appear, this follow-up to 
Keith Courage packs enough action and 
adventure to tide us over! 

SNK/Famicom 

IKARI WARRIORS 3 
SNK says that they’re going to do some 

major revisions to this, the final installment, 
of one of the most popular war-time 
shooters ever made. Loosely based on 
the coin-op, Ikari 3 (sub-titled "The 
Rescue”) takes Paul and Vince even 
further behind enemy lines to engage a 
stronger army! 

MORE GAMES TO COME... 
Next issue check out photos of Whip Rush, Darwin 

4081, Strider and DJ Boy for the Mega Drive, as well 
as Ninja Spirit, Barumba and Formation Armed 'F' for 
the PC Engine. On Famicom expect Final Mission 
and Kage from Natsume and take a test drive on 
SNK's Neo Geo! 



Iff you don’t see it—ask ffor it! 
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ELECTRONIC GAMING EXPRESS 

HAND-HELD NES AND SEGA? 
FIRST LOOKS AT NEW SYSTEMS 

The TurboGrafx portable that was 
on display at the recent CES 

show in Las Vegas. 

Hand-held gaming is heating up, 
with portable entries that play exist¬ 
ing softs on all the major machines, 
including the Nintendo Enter¬ 
tainment System, the Sega Master 
System and the up-and-coming 
TurboGrafx-16 system. We've 
been reporting on these devices 

over the past few months, and we 
now have new information on all 
three units. 

First and foremost, Sega reveal¬ 
ed the final prototype design of 
their new hand-held system, the 
Game Gear. This portable pack- 

ware system that produces daz¬ 
zling images on the small color 
LCD, while offering potential ex- 
pandibility for current Master Sys¬ 
tem fans. 

At the heart of the Game Gear is 
a Z-80A processor that is similar to 
that used by its larger cousin, the 
Master System. The machine em¬ 
ploys a 3.2 inch screen which 
brings it in at roughly the same size 
as the Atari Lynx - slightly larger 
than the black and white Game- 
Boy. The screen resolution is 
better than the Lynx, however, with 
the display reading 160 x 146, with 
32 colors on-screen from a pallette 
of 4,096. Such a diverse selection 
of colors guarantees some fantas¬ 

Super Monaco GP and a new 
game called Columns are among 
the first to appear for play on the 

Sega Game Gear portable. 

tic visuals and near-perfect arcade 
resolutions! 

The configuration of the Game 
Gear is also very similar to the 
Lynx. The color screen occupies 
the center of the machine, while 
the buttons and pad rest on either 
side. A pause button is close to 
the screen assembly and a 
speaker is located in the lower-left 
corner of the system. The Game 
Gear is approximately 9" x 5” x 1" 
thick. 

The Game Gear will be able to 
play its own line of games which 
will begin with a special version of 
Super Monaco GP (soon to be 
available for the Genesis), as well 
as another game called Columns, 



Gear to play the existing Master 
System games! What an exciting 
device! Not only do you get new 
games specifically designed for the 
Game Gear, but you can also play 
your existing library of titles on the 

The Game Gear is expected to 
go on sale in Japan in September 
at a retail price of around $150, 
Games are expected to go for $20 
to $30 each. Additional accessor¬ 
ies, like an AC adapter, possible 
Master System upgrade, etc. will 
be at additional cost. 

Sega has officially said that they 
have no current plans to bring the 
Game Gear to the U.S. this year. 
But, since the machine will be into 
production this year, you can't help 
but think that Sega might have 
some surprises in store for us next 

63 BDL EXPRESS 
The BDL Express hand-held 

which plays Nintendo carts that we 
first told you about in EGM #9 
won't be hitting store shelves as 
quickly as we once thought. 
Although the machine is completed 
and we were able to actually play 
our favorite games on the proto¬ 
type we saw, Nintendo has refused 
to give their blessing to the device. 
This has put the project on hold 
according to BDL representatives 
who were questioned. 

Doesn't it seem unfair that Nin¬ 
tendo would withhold their quality 
seal from a unit so perfect in de¬ 
sign? This system would not com¬ 
pete with the GameBoy, and it is 
an alternative to the NES, not a re¬ 
placement. Hopefully, Nintendo 
will see the light and realize that 
the Express is the perfect way to 
keep Nintendo fans from going to 
the Lynx or other advanced hand¬ 
helds that are capable of playing 
better games in color. 

Although minor modifications in 
the unit's design, such as a built-in 
pad and button assembly, have 
been made, BLD won't make the 
Express without Nintendo's ap- 

We'll keep you posted on further 
developments with the BDL Ex¬ 
press. We hope to eventually bring 
you a release date for this excel¬ 
lent system of the future! 



GALOOB TO INTRODUCE THE 
AMAZING "GAME GENIE"!!! 

In EGM Number 9, Quartermann 
broke the news about a new device 
from peripheral power-house Cam- 
erica, that would magically enable 
players to change the program¬ 
ming of any Nintendo video game 
and create new cheat modes and 
special functions! 

Believe it or not, such a device 
actually exists and it may be in 
stores as early as July! Once call¬ 
ed the Power Pak, the interface un¬ 
it has now been dubbed the Game 
Genie and it will be sold (at $49.95 
reatil) in the United States by toy 
giant Galoob! Galoob, a new 
name in the video game market, 
will be offering the device as a non- 
licensed peripheral on an exclusive 
basis from Camerica (who will re¬ 
tain Canadian and Japanese rights 
to the revolutionary system). 

Developed by a computer 
software group called Code Mast¬ 
ers in Europe, the Game Genie will 
allow Nintendo users to alter their 
games in ways you'd never dream 
of! Not only will the Genie enable 
invincibility modes and level sel¬ 
ects, but even more interesting 
changes that are not part of the 
regular game can be made! With 
the Game Genie you can now jump 
over the flag pole in Super Mario 
Bros., make Birdo throw fish in 
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CRATERMAZE 
Bonus Point Technique 

Each round of Cratermaze features 
two different types of bad guys 
chasing our hero around. You can 
multiply the amount of points received 
when you dispatch an enemy by 
eliminating the same type of enemy 
over and over. This strategy will 
increase the value of your fallen 
opponents to 3200 points! 
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CYBER CORE 
Secret Codes 

Cyber Core is a very complex 
game filled with multiple levels of 
shoot-em-up action. But, un¬ 
known to most, there is also a 
number of hidden passwords 
which can be accessed during the 
password input screen that will 
allow you to manipulate the game 
even further! 

During the title screen, press the 
pad to the up and left while push¬ 
ing the 'Select' button. 

The Password Input prompt v 
appear! Enter the code and 
button One to proceed. 

SARA 

What?! The ending 
already??? 

Full Ring Blaster! Full Spread Laser! Barrier Blaster at full! 

YANDI - Hard 
OTOON - Music On 
MAI - First Level Start 
EMI - Second Level Start 
YUUMI - Third Level Start 

PERSIA - Fourth Level Start 
YU - Fifth Level Start 
MAMI - Sixth Level Start 
MIHO - Seventh Level Start 
LALAMOTO - Last Level Start 



KUNG-FU 

HEROES 
Punching Power-Ups 

Punching is an intrical part of 
the game Kung-Fu Heroes. It is 
very important to increase your 
punching ability whenever 
possible. There are four different 
types of punches in all, which 
each affect your player's abilities 
in different ways: 

Normal Punch 
You begin with this powerful 

punching technique. This punch 
will allow you to eliminate most of 
the baddies that appear on the 
screen, as well as uncovering 
power-ups and bonus points in 
the blocks around the screen. 

Power-Up One 
Now you can throw many more 

punches than before. You will 
also find that the strength of your 

blows has increased as well! 
Power-Up Two 

Now you can take on the worst 
of opponents! With the extra 
power this technique affords you, 
you will be able to fight much 
better than before. 

Power-Up Three 
This is the most powerful 

combination of power and speed. 
Try to power-up to this level as 
soon as possible! 

Mike Kosher 



SMASH! 



'Minos! 
Now with the hottest 

2-plaver action anywhere! 

River City Ransom. 
It’s you and your buddy versus the mean- 

=■ lECHnOS 
amERican lECHnos inc. ™ 



ARCADE ALLEY 
ALIEN-BLASTING/BULLY-BASHING FUN!!! 

Konami's 

ALIENS 



eginner or pinball 
ist-paced head-to- 



Thrash, Bash, and Smash the Competition. 
Team USA is on its way in the Super Dodge BallWorld Cup^Championship. 

Have you slammed into Super Dodge Ball yet? 

auxin m«n hrm n m ivsf eitv'nmEnT 

AND COMING SOON! 

CSG Imagesoft proudly introduces Solstice, an exciting 
3-dimensional test of wits, skill, courage and conviction. 
Join Shadax's auest as he searches throuah the deadly 
fortress of Kastferock for the magical staff of Demnos. 



cond part of our mammoth Phantasy 
Star 2 walk-through. Continuing from 
last month, we leave Zema and solve 
the mysteries that will ultimately take 
us off the planet... 

22. Journey to Roron... 

Go to Roron. The goal is to get the 
Jet Scooter. Explore the maze here and 
talk to the Motavian in the yellow suit. 

23. Locate the Scooter... 



29. Find Clima Trol... 

The next stop is the hidden Clima 
Trol. It is just a fuzzy.spot out in the 
middle of the ocean. TIP: The direc¬ 
tions to go to Clima Trol that are 
printed in the hint book are wrong. In¬ 
stead of going south from Uzo, go south 
from the FAKE Uzo Island. 

30. Enter Clima Trol... 

Once you find the location to the 
lima Trol, enter the facility here. 

31. Confront NeiFirst... 

Once at the Clima Trol, dive down to 
the maze. Here Nei will fight with Nei¬ 
First. Nei will die here. You must 
defeat NeiFirst. 

SS W 
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32. Fill the Inner Lake... 

Previous to this the inner lake was dry 

34. Go to Piata Control... 

cally teleported to Paseo. From there, 
teleport to Piata. 

At Piata you must get to the Control 
Tower. TIP: To get to the Control 
Towers you must carefully exit the town 
in the upper-right corner. Don’t move 
too far out of the way. Rather walk 
south right up against the border of the 

the countryside. Follow the perimeter 

35. Algo Irrigator... 

The Algo Irrigator pumps water into 
Algo after NeiFirst is killed! 

36. Get the Piano... 

Take the middle one. The goal here is 

37. Don’t Touch- 

Enter the room and get the four 
cards. Use your magic to leave the 
maze and go back to town. Buy more 
powerful weapons and gear and fill up 

39. Head to Red Dam... 



41. Yellow Dam Maze... 46. Insert Green Card... 51. Doomsday... 

Go to the Yellow Dam, explore the 
maze and get the weapons. Go to the 
top level from there. 

42. Power-Up Again... 

Insert the yellow card in the slot. Use 
magic to get out and back to town. 
Renew energy levels and buy trimates. 

and get the weapons. Go to the top 
level and jump down the hole in the 
center. Fall to the bottom level. 

44. Use the Blue Card... 

Insert the blue card in the slot. Use 
magic to get out and back to town. 
Renew energy levels and buy trimates. 

45. Off to Green Dam... 

Go to the Green Dam, explore the 
maze and get the weapons located 

50. Find the Panel... 55. Back at Paseo... 
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The Future Is Now. The Challen1 
The future in gaming has arrived! At last, a space 

adventure with loads of action, dynamite graphics, 

and fantastic challenges at every level. ■ The 

year's 2777. A time of terror. XEXYZ, a peaceful 

world kingdom, is attacked from deepest space by 

' bizarre and bloodthirsty mechanical beasts out to conquer 

the earth! ■ Yet there's still hope! And you're it. You are the 

one Star Warrior who dares to battle the robotic monsters and 

their empire. Only you can save the planet! 



+ 

m m vW 
ge Is Real. The Game Is XEXYZ. 

But be careful. You'll need all your courage and cunning to 

succeed. Otherwise, the entire human race is doomed to extinction! 

So get ready, Star Warrior. Play XEXYZ, live XEXYZ. Look for it 



56. Leave the Planet... 59. The End is Near... 

planet of Dezo. 

You land on Dezo at Skure Space 
Port. This port is in the middle of the 
first level of Skure dungeon. Take var¬ 
ious transporters to either of the two 
lower levels. Make sure you get the 
Mogic Cap which is on the lowest level. 
This Mogic Cap allows you to talk to 
the people of Dezo. Note: without this 
cap you can’t understand what the 
people are saying. 

TIP: If you wear the Magic Cap the 
price of everything that you purchase 
will be double that of the original price. 

There are three towns on Dezo - 
Tyuon, Aukba and Zosa. The overall 
goal is to buy more powerful weapons 
and gear. After equipping your party 
your first stop is the Crevice. 

57. Find Crevice... 

The entrance to Crevice is not initial¬ 
ly obcious. It is located southwest of 

Use the chutes on the first basement 
level which are connected to Esper 
Mansion. 

58. No More Sleep Lutz... 

Lutz awakens to tell you that your final 
battle is close at hand. 

-i- n 

60. Get the Magic Prism 

Lutz gives you the Magic Prism. 

61. Prism Power! 

The prism enables you to see the four 
invisible dungeons - Menobe, Guaron, 
Ikuto and Naval. 

In the four dungeons you must obtains 
all eight NEI weapons and gear: 

At Menobe get the Nei Crown (for 
Amy) and Nei Met (for Rudo). 

At Guaron get the Nei Cape (for 
Amy) and the Nei Armor (for Rudo). 

At Ikuto get the Nei Shot (for Rudo) 
and the Nei Slasher (for Anna) 
At Naval get the Nei Shield (for Rudo) 

and the Nei Emel (for Amy). 
After obtaining all eight Nei items, 

return to Luytz at Esper Mansion. 

62. The Nei Sword... 

Lutz then gives you the last required 
Nei item...the Nei Sword! 

63. Get Pandora’s Box... 

Walk through the maze to the top cen¬ 
ter of the first level. Here is Pandora’s 

64. Dark Force Appears... 

Open the box and out of it comes Dark 
Force - the guardian of Mother Brain. 
Dark Force assumes two shapes - the 
first, a Superhuman alien lifeform, is 
stronger than any being you’re pre¬ 
viously encountered. 
TIP: When battling with Dark Force 
remember to slow the action down by 
pressing the ’B’ button repeatedly. 
This will allow you to stop between bat- 

65. The 2nd Identity... 

The other form Dark Force appears 
as is that of multiple heads. In this 
form, Dark Force casts evil spells which 

you. Your Nei Sword occassionally will 
remove all evil spells. 
TIP: After beating Dark Force save the 
game. Then use the power of the Nei 
Sword to return you to Lutz. He will 
restore the energy levels of all living 
members of your party. Return to the 
dungeon of Noah. 

walks to your final destination...Mothcr 
Brain! Use the same fighting techni¬ 
ques as the Dark Force. Defeat the 
Mother Brain and another catwalk ap¬ 
pears with a large group of Earth 
people as well as Noah. Be careful, he 
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THE NEW 
SOFT 

Target Earth 

Ninja Gai Den 2: 
Dark Sword of Chaos 

Bigfoot 

Crystaliis 

RBI 2 

Dirty Harry 

USMC Harrier 

Gauntlet 2 

Narc 

Days of Thunder 

Double Dungeon 

Bloody Wolf 

Camp California 



A Dark Time for the Dragon Ninja... 
It's been a year since the fateful confrontation be¬ 

tween Ryu Hasabayu, the Ninja GaiDen, and the evil 
Jaquio took place. Although Ryu lost his father in the 
battle, the Dragon Ninja returned the land to peace 
and did away with the monsters that composed Ja- 
quio's army. 

Now Ryu must face the wrath of a more powerful 
enemy named Ashtar who has not only populated the 
world with vile creatures, but kidnapped Irene Lew as 
well. Armed with the all-powerful weapon, the Dark 

Collect Ninja fends^“plungTthe^orld'imo 
Shadows! an eternity of darkness...unless 

Ninja Gai Den can stop him! 

Fight your way through the city 
streets gathering power-ups... 

...to use against Ashlar's ...and against Ashtar himself in 
henchment on the train... the pits of fire! 

The Story Unfolds... 
Ashtar’s wicked plans reveal 

themselves in the game's begin¬ 
nings, with henchmen informing 
the evil leader of Jaquio's demise. 
Ashtar plots his revenge against 
Ryu and his friends. Who is Ashtar and what powers does his Sword of Chaos hold? 

Who is Robert? 
Ryu has a new ally 

in his fight against 
the monster armies 
named Robert - a 
special agent for the 
U.S. Army! 

CAN RYU DEFEAT THE FORCES OF DARKNESS!?! 



FIGHT YOUR WAY 
ACROSS THE 

COUNTRY IN SIX 
DIFFERENT EVENTS! 

lended his name to 

basketball game. 
Pick your teams and 
position your players 
and get ready for 

slam dunks! 



DIRTY HARRY 
Mindscape ha; 

the Dirty Harry 
title as the backdrop 
for a side-scrolling 
shooter with some 

interesting 

GAUNTLET 2 £ 
HHjiMgHKwT this dazzling sequel to the 

original coin-op smash. Gauntlet 
^^^^^fans will be amazed at the scope of 

this title, which manages to faithfully 
duplicate nearly every aspect of play. From 
the numerous monsters that patrol the 
dungeons, to the four-player selection, to 
the real digitized voice effects, Mindscape 
has produced a game to be proud ofl Little 
flicker plauged the prototype we saw, even 
in its most complex stages. 

while collecting 
and wasting the 

bad guys. Graphic/text 
screens are also thrown 
in for good looks. 

USMC 
HARRIER 

From Absolute 
comes this graphic¬ 
ally stunning simula¬ 

tor/shooter featuring the amazing Harrier 
Jump-Jet. Multiple perspectives and options 
expand the play value of the game. 

DIGITIZED VOICE!!! 

NARC 
The futuristic drug-bustin' cops pop 

out of the arcade and onto the NES! 
Acclaim brings the acade action 
in a horizontally-scrolling title that 
an admirable job of recreating the ad¬ 
vanced 32-Bit graphics of the coin-op. 

Take to the road and fight off the vile 
followers of public enemy number one: 
Mr. Big. Watch out for dog attacks and 
the mini-Bosses that are waiting at the 
end of every level. 

DAYS OF 
THUNDER 

' Developed around the 
w upcoming Tom Cruise rac¬ 

ing movie, Days of Thunder repre¬ 
sents a new type of video driving 
game. In this cart you race around 
an actual track in a real environ¬ 
ment, banking up the straight-aways 
and around the turns. Shifting and 
other aspects of racing are intact. 

RACE AT 



FOUR DIFFERENT 
GAMES IN ONE! 

PARTY, SKATEBOARD, 
SURF AND MORE! 
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FUN TO PLAY! 

TECMO, INC. 18005 S. Adria Maru Lane, Carson, CA 90746 • (213) 329-5880 



SUPER 
mRio &*©>. 



SUPER MARIO BROS. 3 SURVIVAL GUIDE 

GRAB THE STAR CARD FOR A QUICK 5-UP! 

ANOTHER 99-MAN TRICK ON WORLD SEVEN! 





WORLD 3-7 





NINTENDO PLAYER = 

Manufacturer: Taxan 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cart Size: 2 Meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Above Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: Now 

'OWER-UP THE BURAI FIGHTER! 

When certain enemy craft are de¬ 
stroyed, a power-up capsule is de¬ 
posited. This item will cycle 
through three different enhance¬ 
ments that include Ring Shot, Laser 
Shot and Missile Shot. By col¬ 
lecting multiple numbers of the 
same implement, you can increase 
the performance of that weapon to 
staggering proportions! ^earlier 

RING SHOT | 

MISSILE SHOT LASER SHOT 

FACT-FILE 



ACT ON N THREE SKILL LEVELS!!! 



Manufacturer: Milt Bradley 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cart Size: 1 Meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: Now 

HEART mm AH AURH EMPIM 

^ , Abd uSTmR|Y 

► power-ups and secondary power-ups that will 
increase the speed of your trooper, create protective 
barriers and add special types of firepower to your 
attack. You'll need everything you can muster as 
you fight to the alien Bosses that control each level. 

DUAL SCROLL SHOOT-OUT! 



ROUND 5 
This level is very de- 

phics and animation. 
That doesn't mean it's g^i^jSlpiSjMpKSS 
easy, though, and you 
will need everything! Vi 35 i 

ROUND 6 
The fir 

you would expect, is 
the most difficult of all. 
The pulsing energy ‘ 
transformers are just a 
bit of what you'll face. 
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An encore performance! 

j'ii 

The Mafat Conspiracy! 
Top Secret Episode 
knocked the wind out of 
you; this one will blow 
you away! 



Daedalian Opus" mi-da'ie an oVesi 

SNEAK PREVIEW 
Name: 

Citv 

( Send mo re info. □ 

' 







Roaring out of the skies, 
I you take control over the 

most powerful warplane ever 
created - the F-119, code- 
named: Air Diver. This ship is 

| armed to the teeth with vul- 
n cannons and heat-seek- 

I ing missiles - just about any¬ 
thing you could ever want if 
you were going head-to-head 
against an enemy equipped 

| with superior air power! 
In Seismic's second entry 

I for the Sega Genesis, you 
climb into the cockpit of the 

| Air Diver to take on just such 
n enemy. You must liberate 

I all the nations of the world by 
destroying a terrorist army's 
fleet of drones, Aces and 
Boss spaceships. Defeat 
them and you must refuel and 
transport to another area. 
Shoot, loop and barrel roll 
your way to victory...the fate 
of mankind is in your hands. 

CONQUER THE WORLD! 
Use your transporter to engage the 

enemy in new locations. After destroying 
the drones, Ace and Boss invaders in that 
country, it is liberated! 

LOCK ON!...FIRE!!! 
Once you have the ID on an enemy 

pilot, your missiles will lock on. Use this 
prompt to fire a rocket to take out the 



BATTLE AROUND 
THE WORLD! 

Fly the unfriendly skies in nine "hot 

After the battle for 
each continent is 1 

get ready to 
refuel in mid-air 
before proceeding 
to the next combat 
zone. 

E ON T:HiE\SORER VBOSSES IN OUTER SPACE!! 

GENESIS NEW SOFT NEWS!! 
One of the few complaints that 

have been registered against the 
Genesis from the beginning has been 
the machine's lack of new titles. 
While most players seem to be 
generally pleased with the high quality 
of the Genesis games, they are 
equally upset by the infrequency of 

In the future, however, players will 
be in for a very sweet surprise! At the 
upcoming CES show, Sega will be 
showing an abundance of new softs, 
through their own company and 
through the dozen-plus third-party 
companies that have appeared to 
produce for the revolutionary 16-Bit. 

While a lot of the games are coin-op 
conversions, there are also plenty of 
original efforts in the works like these: 

JULY - After Burner 2 
AUGUST - Pat Riley Basketball, 
Cyberball, Ghostbusters 
SEPTEMBER - Moonwalker, Super 
Monaco GP, E-Swat, Columns 
OCTOBER - Vermillion 
NOVEMBER - Dick Tracy, Mickey 
Mouse, Buster Douglas Knockout 

DECEMBER - Strider, Joe Montana 
Football, Sgt. Slaughter's Wrestle War 
JANUARY - Shadow Dancer, 
Dynamite Duke, Phantasy Star 3, 
Power Drift 
MARCH - 688 Sub, Spider Man, 
Super Fantasy Zone 

From third-party companies come 
exciting titles that touch on everything 
from RPGs to shooters: 

NAMCO - Phelios, Burning Force 
TECHNO SOFT - Thunder Force 3 
INTV - Curse, Junction, Caesar 
TRECO - Atomic Robo-Kid, Bando 
HOT-B - Insector-X, Ka-ge-ki, Darwin 
KYUGO - Super I 
RENOVATION PRODUCTS - Axis 
(Final Zone 2), Whip Lash, Ashura 
DREAM WORKS - Shove It!, Explode 
Star, Hell Fire, Star Crusair, Fire Shark 
MEDIAGENIC - Tongue of the Fatman 
TENGEN - Hard Driving 
NUVISION - Bimini Run, Tony's Taxi 
KENECO - Air Buster, The Wall, DJ 
Boy 
SEISMIC - Air Diver, Super Hydlide 

Additional games will also be coming 
from Electronic Arts, Color Dreams, 
and other new third-party licensees. 
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An action adventure from 

the Arabian Nights. 

You can get all the help you need 
front eleven allies who have vari¬ 
ous strengths to bring on more 
powerful magics. With them you 
can call a flash of lightening. 

Hi Parana, 
TP l,rin*i pea 

I—. Ju——I . back to i 

FIVE CHAPTERS OF MAGIC AND MYSTERY, 
OVER 750 DAZZLING SCREENS. 

Lglory. 

MAGICAL BATTLESWITH ELEVEN ALLIES! 1 H 

COUURl=J3Fi^JI\ 



You’ll face the toughest challengers from six f' 
different styles of fighting, at the World Tournament 

of Contact Sports. 
The gong has sounded. Now it’s up to you to 

become the World Champion. 



FLYING DRAGON™ 
j The classic hand-to-han 
{arcade hit(Shang-Hai Ki 
NES! 

j KUNG-FU SO REAL, YOU’LL BE OUT OF BREATH! 
JUt’s the first game to include realistic defensive 

! techniques, letting you thrill to the most authentic 

-s* kung-fu fighting ever created in a videogame, 

v i With an incredible assortment of 

moves at your command, 

you’ll feel like an expert fighter, thanks to the support of 

Artificial Intelligence programming. Here are just some of 

the fantastic moves you’ll master._ 



CONTROLLING THE GHOSTBUSTERS! 

No matter which of the three Ghostbusters you select, 
they all control in the same manner. Learning the 
moving and shooting techniques is critical to beating 
many of the enemies...especially the Bosses. 

Pick your favorite . 
Ghostbuster character 
and practice these 
moves. Mastering them 
is important to success. 

WHO YA GONNA CALL? 
From the silver screen to the 16-Bit 

Genesis comes the video game ver¬ 
sion of everybody's favorite monster 
mashers, the Ghostbusters! Unlike 
previous computer and NES formats, 
Genesis Ghostbusters employs a 
much more appealing and graphically 
stunning action theme, featuring five 
spooky buildings filled with ghosts, 
ghouls and monstrous Bosses! 

Graphic/text screens help develop 
the story as the Ghostbustin' trio 
make their way to the castle of an evil 
scientist. Multiple play techniques, 
dazzling graphics and an addictive 
challenge conspire to make this one 
of the best Genesis carts yet! 

TRAP THE SPOOKS! 
After defeating each of the Bosses, a 

green ghost will appear, along with a 
trap. The game now changes! 

Use your particle gun to trap the 
monster and bring it closer to or move 
it further away from your Ghostbuster. 
When the ghost is moved over the 
open trap, it is sucked away and 
captured! Don't let the ghost get away 
or you'll lose valuable points! 

MAP SCREEN 
Work your way to the Castle of 

Gozer while plotting your pro¬ 
gress on the city map. After 
you've dispatched the ghoulies 
haunting the New York real es- 

awarded, additional clues are 
given, and then the Ghost¬ 
busters gang is off again to do 
battle with new evil spirits. 
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FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: IGS 
Machine: TurboGrafx-16 
Cart Size: 3 Meg 
Number of Levels: 8 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Easy 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: May 1990 

Become A Member of the 
Cyber Core... 

You assume control of a rampaging 
robot on a mission! As the leader of 
the Cyber Core, a group of powerful 
robots constructed to finish the battles 
that others begin, you head towards 
an alien armada of incredible size and 
strength. Can you defeat the enemy 
and their super Boss vehicals? 

Only by taking advantage of the 
robot's sleek maneuvering skills and 
advanced weapon enhancements will 
you be able to put down the aliens. 
Capture one of the four special 
offensive cannons to tailor your 
firepower to the particular area you 
are in and then build it up to 
staggering proportions! 

As you head deeper and deeper 
into enemy territory, expect to see 

aliens' disposal. If things get too 
rough, resort to your secret Psycho 
Energy Blaster to lay waste to the 
entire region! Only the Cyber Core 
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Stage 4 

RING BLASTER MULTI-WAY PULSE FIRE TORPEDO 

This is a good air 

powerful and diverse. 
The Ring fires an array 

of powerful circles. 

effective, launches, 
barrage of shots in, 

five-way spread. 

Launches up to three 
separate blasts of 

highly focused energy. 
Not as effective due to 

limited spread. 
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GAMEBOY CLUB 

BATMAN 
BATMAN™ WIPES OUT CRIME ON A SMALL SCREEN! 

SunSoft's NES version of Batman has 
been heralded as one of the best action 
games ever developed for the system! 
Now SunSoft has unveiled their Game- 
Boy translation and, despite the lack of 
color, it is HOT! 

You once again assume the role of the 
Dark Knight™, trying to take away the 
streets of Gotham City™ from the thugs 
and gangs who are terrorizing the popu- 

GameBoy Batman follows the storyline 
of the mega-hit movie perfectly, with be¬ 
tween round intermissions that explain 
the storyline and action that unfolds in all 
of the familiar locations from the movie. 

SunSoft turns up the intensity of Bat¬ 
man by adding different types of wea¬ 
pons, thrilling Boss encounters, and even 
rounds where you pilot the Batwing™ and 
Batmobile™ against the Joker™ and his 
evil henchmen! Can you save Vicki 
Vale™ and bring peace back to Gotham? 

The battle begins on the streets 
of Gotham City...can you survive? 
80 

ROUND THREE , 

THE JOKER! Keep moving and 
get out of Axis at all costs! 

TM & Copyright 1990 DC Comics Inc. 



FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: Activision 
Machine: GameBoy 
Cart Size: 128K 
Number of Levels: N/A 
Theme: Sports 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 or 2 
Available: Summer 1990 

Off your GameBoy Gimwmm 
ve real Boxing Excitements 
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U.S. NATIONAL VIDEO GAME TEAM'S 

HIGH SCORE CLUB 
Effective April 1, 1990 

GAME OF THE MONTH 
This Month's Game... 

Sega's GHOULS & 

1. Mike Long 610,900 Chicago, IL 
2. Mark Snider 566,300 
3. Chuck Miller 519,800 
4. Alan Norton 509,300 
5. Mike Cavanaugh 448,600 

Portland, OR 
Unknown 

San Francisco, CA 
St. Louis, MO 
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost Permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 

Please visit us at www.retromags.com 

tom these scans, nor do we offer anything 

from the Publishers themselves. 

>s anyone selling releases from 

)t support them and dd let us know. 


